
Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Spring City, Tennessee 37381

JAN 2 2 1999

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of
Tennessee Valley Authority

Docket Nos. 50-390

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT (WBN) - UNIT 1 - DEPARTMENT OF LABOR (DOL)
CASE NO. 97-ERA-53 (CURTIS C. OVERALL V. TENNESSEE VALLEY
AUTHORITY)

In letters to J. A. Scalice dated July 17, 1998 and
September 4, 1998, NRC requested that TVA provide copies of future
filings made to DOL by TVA in the Overall case. Accordingly,
enclosed is TVA's most recent filing. The enclosed filing is
entitled, "Respondent's Motion to Remand."

If you have any questions concerning this latest filing, please
contact me at (423) 365-1824.

sin rely,

P. L. Pace
Manager, Licensing and Industry Affairs

Enclosure

cc: See page 2xJ X
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cc (Enclosure):
Mr. Luis A. Reyes
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
Atlanta Federal Center
61 Forsyth St., Suite 23T85
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

Mr. James Lieberman, Director, Office of Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
1260 Nuclear Plant Road
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

Mr. Robert E. Martin, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW BOARD

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN THE MATTER OF

CURTIS C. OVERALL

Complainant

v. ) ARB Case Nos. 98-111 and
98-128

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ) (ALJ Case No. 97-ERA-53)

Respondent

RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO REMAND

This case is presently pending before this tribunal on the

parties' cross-petitions for review. Respondent Tennessee Valley

Authority (TVA) is challenging the April 1, 1998, recommended

decision and order (RDO) issued by the Administrative Law Judge

(ALJ) which ruled that TVA had discriminated against complainant

due to his raising a nuclear safety issue at TVA's Watts Bar

Nuclear Plant (Watts Bar). Complainant is seeking review of the

ALJ's determination on attorneys' fees and costs.

Complainant served a motion to remand in September 1998. At

that time, TVA opposed the motion. Based on information which

has recently come into the possession of TVA's counsel, TVA has

determined that a remand for further development of the record

before the ALJ is necessary to deal both with the issues proposed
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by complainant and the issues outlined below, all of which are

implicitly at issue under complainant's motion. Accordingly, TVA

has filed this motion to remand.

As set out in complainant's declaration and the exhibits

thereto and in the declaration of Richard T. Purcell and the

exhibits tendered with that declaration, which were submitted by

the parties after the ALJ's April 1, 1998, RDO, complainant has

claimed that he has received a number of written threats,

starting in late May 1998 (Purcell decl. ¶¶ 3-4, ex. 1). Once

TVA was informed of the first of the reported threats, TVA

management requested that TVA's Office of the Inspector General

(OIG) investigate the threats (Purcell decl. ¶ 4, ex. 1).

That investigation has been ongoing since that time

(declaration of G. Donald Hickman, ¶ 4, ex. 1).1 During the

course of that investigation, OIG obtained either the alleged

harassing notes themselves or copies of the notes and related

materials (Hickman decl. S 5). OIG also obtained from Watts Bar

1 TVA's OIG is an independent unit within TVA which operates
under the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as
amended, 5 U.S.C. app. at 1381-99, §§ 1-12 (1994 & Supp. III
1997). OIG is responsible to TVA's Board of Directors for
investigating, among other duties, allegations of misconduct by
TVA employees. Under TVA policy, threats by TVA employees
against individuals who have raised safety or quality concerns is
considered to be serious misconduct. Hickman decl. ¶ 2. OIG is
solely responsible for determining the scope of its
investigations. Hickman decl. ¶ 3.
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and other sources within TVA a number of examples of

complainant's known handwriting (id.).

OIG and TVA have committed considerable resources to the

investigation into the incidents involving complainant, including

recently offering a reward for information (Hickman decl. ¶ 6).

However, to date no credible suspect has been identified. In

cases where an individual who receives anonymous notes or

telephone calls may receive some financial gain, a logical

investigative step is to eliminate the recipient as the source of

the notes and calls. Accordingly, OIG sought to eliminate

complainant as the author of the notes (Hickman decl. ¶¶ 6-7).

OIG submitted the written materials to a questioned document

examiner, Arthur M. Bohanan (Hickman decl. ¶ 7). OIG also

provided Mr. Bohanan with documents from TVA records known to

have been written by complainant and asked him to compare that

handwriting with the handwriting on the notes and on the chain

envelope (Hickman decl. S 7).

Mr. Bohanan is employed by the Knoxville Police Department

in the Criminal Investigation Division (Hickman decl. ¶ 8). He

also makes his services available as a questioned document

examiner to other law enforcement agencies, such as TVA's OIG,

and to private parties (id.). He has extensive training and

experience in examining questioned documents and performing

handwriting comparisons, including testifying as an expert in
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Tennessee State criminal and civil proceedings (id.). He is

certified as an instructor in questioned document examination by

the Tennessee Police Officers Standards and Training Commission

(id.).

Mr. Bohanan, after examining the written material, linked

complainant's handwriting to two of the harassing notes (Hickman

decl. ¶ 9). OIG, after receiving Mr. Bohanan's reports,

submitted the same materials to another document examiner

(Hickman decl. ¶ 10). Based on the samples he examined, that

examiner was unable to determine whether complainant did or did

not write the questioned handwritten materials (id.). However,

that examiner did state that additional samples of complainant's

known handwriting could be of assistance in the comparison

process (id.).

Based on the reports from the document examiners and as part

of its ongoing investigation, OIG asked complainant, through his

attorney, to provide additional handwriting examples and to

undergo a polygraph examination (Hickman decl. ¶ 12, ex. 2).

Complainant has so far not agreed to this request (id.).

In addition, a fake bomb was discovered in the bed of

complainant's truck while it was parked at a shopping mall in

Cleveland, Tennessee (Purcell decl. ¶ 8; Hickman decl. ¶S 5, 11).

That fake bomb is now in the custody of the United States Bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) and OIG is awaiting ATF's
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analysis of the remains of the fake bomb (Hickman decl. ¶ 11).

Again as a logical investigative step, OIG is seeking to

eliminate complainant as a possible source for the fake bomb

(Hickman decl. ¶ 11).

Based on the foregoing, TVA believes that a remand to the

ALJ for additional development of the record is necessary.

Complainant has already asked for a remand in order to put on

proof of his claims of additional damage resulting from his

receipt of the alleged threats. If such a remand was granted,

one of the issues which would have to be dealt with would be

whether the purported threats were real and who was responsible

for making them.

If the evidence adduced in further discovery and at a

hearing showed that complainant manufactured the threats, such a

showing would have a direct bearing on complainant's credibility,

a matter of considerable importance not only on his claim for

additional damages but on the underlying merits of the case, as

shown by several findings in the RDO (at 16, 22, 27).

Accordingly, this matter should be remanded to the ALJ for

further discovery and an additional evidentiary hearing on

complainant's claims for an award of additional relief. Included

in this remand would be the issue of the validity of the threats.

Since additional handwriting examples from complainant could be

helpful in the comparison process, the remand order should
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include a direction to the ALJ to order complainant to provide

additional handwriting examples as specified by TVA.

Under these changed circumstances, the case should be

remanded along the lines set out above.

Respectfully submitted,

Edward S. Christenbury
r oun

Thomas F. Fine
Assistant General Counsel

Brent R. Marquand
Senior Litigation Attorney

Tennessee Valley Authority
400 West Summit Hill Drive
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902-1499
Telephone No. 423-632-2061

Attorneys for Respondent

000057684
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the foregoing motion to remand and the

declaration of G. Donald Hickman have been served on complainant

by mailing copies to Charles W. Van Beke, Esq., Wagner, Myers &

Sanger, P.C., 1801 First Tennessee Plaza, P.O. Box 1308,

Knoxville, Tennessee 37901-1308, on the Chief Administrative Law

Judge by mailing copies to The Honorable John Vittone, Office of

Administrative Law Judges, United States Department of Labor,

Suite 400 North, 800 K Street, Washington, D.C. 20001-8002, on

the Assistant Secretary, Occupational Safety and Health Division,

by mailing copies to Charles N. Jeffress, United States

Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW, Room S2315,

Washington, D.C. 20210, and on the Associate Solicitor, Division

of Fair Labor Standards, by mailing copies to Steven J. Mandel,

Esq., United States Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue,

NW, Room N2716, Washington, D.C. 20210.

This 19th day of January,

Attorney for Respondent
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BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW BOARD

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

IN THE MATTER OF

CURTIS C. OVERALL

Complainant

v. ) ARB Case Nos. 98-111 and
98-128

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ) (ALJ Case No. 97-ERA-53)

Respondent

DECLARATION OF G. DONALD HICKMAN

G. Donald Hickman subscribes and declares:

1. I am employed-by the Office of the Inspector General

(OIG) of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) as Assistant

Inspector General for Investigations, a position I have held

since April 1994. In this position, I am responsible for

overseeing the investigations the OIG conducts and the

investigative records the OIG maintains. Prior to being assigned

to this position, I held the position of Manager, Internal

Investigations, OIG. Prior to coming to TVA in 1986, I was

employed in the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for over

eight years. My last position with the FBI was as Special Agent

in the Washington, D.C., Field Office. The following statement
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is based on personal and official knowledge acquired in the

performance of my official duties.

2. OIG is an independent unit within TVA which operates

under the authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as

amended, 5 U.S.C. app. at 1381-99, §§ 1-12 (1994 & Supp. III

1997). OIG is responsible for investigating, among other duties,

allegations of misconduct by TVA employees. Under TVA policy,

harassment by TVA employees against individuals who have raised

safety or quality concerns is considered to be serious

misconduct.

3. As an independent unit, OIG is solely responsible for

determining the scope of its investigations and the methods used

in those investigations. While other TVA organizations can and

do request OIG to investigate matters of concern to those

organizations, OIG conducts those investigations without any

control or review by other TVA organizations.

4. On June 1, 1998, OIG received an oral request from TVA

Nuclear Human Resources to investigate reported harassment of

Curtis C. Overall, the complainant in this action. This oral

request was confirmed in a June 3, 1998, memorandum to George T.

Prosser, TVA's Inspector General, from John A. Scalice, who was

then TVA's Acting Chief Nuclear Officer. OIG acknowledged that

request on June 10, 1998, as shown by exhibit 1 attached hereto.
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OIG Special Agent C. Ron Hudson is presently assigned as the case

agent for the investigation.

5. The investigation has been ongoing since that time and

has included other harassing notes and telephone calls received

by Mr. Overall. It also has included a fake bomb found in the

bed of his truck. During the course of the investigation, OIG

obtained several harassing notes which Mr. Overall reported that

he had received and other written materials from TVA's Watts Bar

Nuclear Plant (Watts Bar) where Mr. Overall was employed. OIG

also obtained from Watts Bar and other sources within TVA a

number of examples of Mr. Overall's known handwriting.

6. OIG has expended, and continues to expend, considerable

resources in trying to identify who may have taken these actions

against Mr. Overall. For example, on January 15, 1999, OIG

offered a $10,000 reward for information leading to the arrest

and conviction of the person or persons who placed the fake bomb

in the bed of Mr. Overall's truck. However, to date no credible

suspect has been identified who may have sent these notes, made

the telephone calls, or placed the fake bomb in Mr. Overall's

truck. In cases where an individual who receives anonymous notes

or telephone calls may receive some financial gain, it is a

logical investigative step to eliminate the recipient as the

source of the notes and calls.
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7. As part of the effort to eliminate Mr. Overall as a

source for the harassment and to capture any latent fingerprints

on the notes and related materials, OIG submitted the notes and

related materials to a fingerprint and questioned document

examiner, Arthur M. Bohanan. OIG also submitted to Mr. Bohanan a

number of examples of Mr. Overall's known handwriting. OIG

requested that Mr. Bohanan compare the writing on the questioned

documents with the examples of Mr. Overall's known handwriting

and report his findings.

8. OIG had used Mr. Bohanan's services on previous

occasions. He has attended twice the two-week course in

questioned document examination conducted by the United States

Secret Service at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center and

served a five-year internship in questioned document examination

under the supervision of a professor in criminal justice at East

Tennessee State University. He has testified in depositions in a

number of proceedings on questioned document examinations and has

testified as an expert in questioned document examinations in

Tennessee State criminal and civil trials. He is certified as an

instructor in questioned document examination by the Tennessee

Police Officer Standards and Training Commission and is a Board

Certified Forensic Document Examiner by the Tennessee Questioned

Document Examiners Association. Mr. Bohanan, who serves as the

senior questioned document examiner for the Knoxville Police
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Department, also is the President and owner of Bohanan's

Forensic, Inc., and in that capacity provides forensic consulting

services to law enforcement agencies and private parties.

9. Mr. Bohanan submitted two reports in which he linked

Mr. Overall's handwriting to two of the harassing notes.

10. After receiving Mr. Bohanan's reports, OIG submitted

the same materials to another questioned document examiner. That

examiner stated that based on the material available, he was

unable to identify or eliminate Mr. Overall as the writer of the

handwritten notes. The examiner also stated, however, that

additional samples of Mr. Overall's handwriting could be of

assistance in the comparison process.

11. As mentioned above, on September 9, 1998, a fake bomb

was discovered in the bed of Mr. Overall's truck while it was

parked at a business parking lot in Cleveland, Tennessee. That

fake bomb is now in the custody of the United States Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) and OIG is awaiting ATF's

analysis of the remains of the fake bomb. OIG is seeking to

eliminate Mr. Overall as a possible source for the fake bomb as a

logical investigative step.

12. Under these circumstances, and as part of OIG's

continuing investigation, OIG asked Mr. Overall, through his

attorney, to provide additional handwriting examples and to

undergo a polygraph examination as shown by the January 6, 1999,
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letter from me to Charles W. Van Beke attached as exhibit 2.

Mr. Overall has not agreed to cooperate at this point in time.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 (1994), I declare under penalty

of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

G. Donald Hickman

000057785
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June 10, 1998

John A. Scalice, LP 6A-C

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF TWO ALLEGATIONS OF THREATS RECEIVED BY TWO OPEN
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR COMPLAINANTS

Reference: Your memorandum to me dated June 3, 1998

This acknowledges receipt of your referenced request for investigations of allegations of
threats received by Curtis C. Overall and Ann P. Harris.

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has initiated investigations of these concerns.
The inquiry will be handled by Special Agent Nancy J. Holloway. Reports of
Administrative Inquiry will be provided to you when the investigations are completed.
Please reference OIG File No. 2A-373 in your future correspondence concerning Overall,
and OIG File No. 2A-374 in your future correspondence concerning Harris.

Thank you for ref ring this matter for investigation.

George T. Prosser
Inspector General
ET 4C-K

EXHIBIT 1
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January 6, 1999

Charles W. Van Beke, Esq.
Wagner, Myers & Sanger, P.C.
1801 First Tennessee Plaza
P.O. Box 1308
Knoxville, Tennessee 37901 -1308

Dear Mr. Van Beke:

As you are aware, we are investigating the notes and telephone calls to Mr. Curtis
Overall and the fake bomb found in Mr. Overall's truck. We have spent and are
continuing to spend considerable resources in trying to determine who may have taken
these actions. However, we have been unable to identify a credible suspect to date.

As part of our investigative efforts, we provided the notes to a forensic document
examiner. That examiner linked Mr. Overall's handwriting to two of the notes. We
therefore submitted the notes to a second forensic document examiner. The second
examiner could neither identify nor eliminate Mr. Overall as the writer of the notes.
Both examiners indicated that obtaining handwriting exemplars from Mr. Overall
could help them resolve whether in fact he wrote the notes. We believe that allowing
Mr. Overall to provide these exemplars will help resolve whether Mr. Overall should
be considered a suspect in this case.

Therefore, we ask that you make your client available to provide handwriting exemplars.
In addition, to assist in the resolution of these issues, we ask that your client consent to a
polygraph examination regarding these matters.

You may call Ron Taylor, Manager, Internal Investigations, at (423) 632-3979 to arrange
for Mr. Overall to provide handwriting exemplars and to take a polygraph examination.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
G. DONALD HICKMAN

G. Donald Hickman
Assistant Inspector General

(Investigations)

EXHIBIT 2


